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pRefAce

Ray yeates City Arts Officer

We are delighted that the LAB is hosting LABOUR in Dublin along with 
the critical symposium for International Women’s Day.
The LAB is Dublin City Council’s Arts Office and houses gallery, rehearsal 
and incubation space for a range of art forms. The Gallery shows emerging 
artists and emerging ideas and is co mitted to creating a range of ways for 
audiences to engage with critical. We are based on Foley Street in Dublin’s 
historic Monto where the curatorial concerns of LABOUR have a very real 
resonance.
Dublin City Council Arts Office has been proud to support Anu 
Productions’s award winning World’s End Lane, at the LAB, and Laundry, 
a production that invited audiences into the Gloucester Street Magdalene 
Convent around the corner on a challenging, harrowing and thought-pro-
voking journey. We are also delighted to support Performance Art Live and 
Performance Art Network for the projects they are undertaking in Dublin 
this year.
LABOUR’s Dublin tour has also been generously supported by The Arts 
Council. The symposium curated by Sheena Barrett and Amanda Coogan 
with the support of MAVIS, GradCAM and University of Ulster provides an 
opportunity to provide a platform for the research currently taking place 
in the area of live performance and an important space in which to con-
textualise the live exhibition itself. 
Although all artists and arts organisations are coping bravely with di-
minishing funding there is also a new appreciation of what experimental 
collaborations like this mean and this project is a pathfinder for many oth-
ers. We are delighted to be able to produce this publication which we hope 
will contribute to the legacy of the live group exhibition and celebrate the 
work of these 11 powerful female artists.

labour
a live exhibition
 
performance space, london. 09.02.12 
the void, derry. 25.02.12
the lab, dublin. 10.03.12

curated by Chrissie Cadman, Amanda Coogan and Helena Walsh 



INTRODUcTION

sHeeNa BaRRett Curator/ The LAB

Amanda Coogan first approached me last year to see if The LAB might 
consider hosting LABOUR in Dublin. At that stage she had already devel-
oped the idea with her co-curators Helena Walsh and Chrissie Cadman 
to tour a live exhibition to ]performance space[ London and the Void in 
Derry. The curatorial concerns along with the opportunity to celebrate the 
vibrancy of emerging performance art practices in Dublin seemed most 
appropriate for the LAB. All three curators are artists and PhD candidates 
and the exhibition and associated events provide an important opportu-
nity to contribute to the discourse on performance art in Ireland. 
Live Performance from the visual arts in Ireland is currently a vibrant 
practice, grounded in responding with the physical body and psychological 
self. The specificity of context for this exhibition - historical, geographical 
and political - is potent. We are situated on Dublin’s historic Monto, a 
place where women have endured and shown immense courage despite 
hardship, exploitation, brutality and inhumanity, often at the hands of 
other women. At the time of writing, the exhibition has yet to take place 
but the issues addressed by the artists’ works are poignant, vital and in 
some cases very raw.  
It is a privilege to host this exhibition and in doing so mark International 
Women’s Day. The exhibition provides audiences the rare opportunity 
to engage with the diverse practices of 11 female performance artists in 
the context of a group exhibition. The tableau  vivant installation will see 
the artists perform over an eight hour period, in itself an embodied act 
of endurance and physical labour. The Arts Council of Ireland’s generous 
support of the live exhibition at the LAB has allowed us to extend our 
resources to produce the symposium and publication. 
This publication maps the trajectory of the exhibition through its curators’ 
perspectives, the three venues and the practices of the 11 women artists. 
LABOUR is hugely significant and timely and we hope the audience’s 
experience of the exhibition and the critical discourse of the symposium 
contribute to the legacy of performance art in Ireland. 

cURATOR'S eSSAYS

CHRIssIe CaDMaN
epHeMeRalIty & laBOUR. a wO+MaNIfestO.
•  LABOUR compares the ephemeral nature of performance art to that 

of women’s labour, and questions how one quantifies the work that 
women do.

•  LABOUR facilitates and enables a platform to examine ‘artist as 
performer’.

•  LABOUR is a cultural contribution to our own standing and strength, 
which critiques the objectification of women’s bodies as a cultural 
product.

•  LABOUR is one of multiple voices, a step towards a ‘wo+manifesto’.
•  LABOUR offers a possibility to interrogate a contemporary Irish 

cultural position from an historical perspective whilst developing 
ambitions for the future.

•  LABOUR offers an alternative to the exchange of capital, including 
that of bodies, opening and maintaining a self defined womens’ 
space.

•  LABOUR highlights the diversity and complexity of multiple stances 
of experience through initiating and sustaining a group dialogue 
between multiple geographies, individuals and practices.

•  LABOUR investigates the socio-political and economic situation in an 
Irish context, examining the delivery of cultural production within the 
visual arts in 2012.

•  LABOUR provides unprecedented exposure of women’s experiential 
reality in Ireland

•  LABOUR explores audience participation and agency within Irish 
Performance Art.

 



  

aMaNDa COOgaN
 

‘performance (is)...a concrete social practice that continues to redefine 
the meaning of the visual arts through ways in which the presence of the 
body in real events provides a paradigm for social action’ 1

Performance Art is contingent on the presence of the body. The body, 
the site, the audience and time are it’s four pillars. Corporeal action is at 
the center of this axis. Our body is one of the foundational filters that 
make up our experience of the world, and, is the sign through which we 
are perceived. LABOUR brings together eleven female bodies and, inevi-
tably, questions the current place and history of the Irish female body. 

All of the works in LABOUR are solo practices with the artist’s body-as-
medium. The artists communicate through their own embodiment. Each 
iteration of live performance is unrepeatable, sites, context and audi-
ences change, but LABOUR places the artists’ bodies as the (unstable) 
constant through it’s tour to London, Derry and Dublin. 

This live exhibition explores the female body as a political site. 
Constructing an exhibition that exclusively contains female bodies from 
or of Ireland poses a multitude of questions, not least, the relevance, in 
2012, of an exhibition of only female embodied practionners. It is not 
a question this live exhibition answers, but through it’s works and the 
sum of it’s parts, it offers paths of exploration. It is because the artists 
perform themselves, inhabiting the same place and time as the audi-
ence, LABOUR forces a reading of these Irish, female bodies from both 
an object and subject view. When a live body is placed in front of you for 
consideration, the mind oscillates between cool observation and personal 
empathy; it is an inter-subjective experience.

LABOUR is a group show, simultaneously showing ten live perform-
ances from eleven artists, providing multiple viewing experiences as 
individual works collide and speak to each other. In this tableaux vivant 
form, the performance frame is sharply set; the artists are present before 
and after the audience, allowing the liminal space of the live performance 
to be held in the minds eye of the audience, proposing an infinite loop. 

‘Performance’s only life is in the present’.2 
The artists’ step into this performance frame and attempt to be 

present to the moment. This present moment is in constant flux, it is 
beyond our grasp; the moment of my writing this very word has now past. 
Durational performance attempts stillness against the ever-shifting tide 
of everyday time. The artists are alive and concentrated; ‘thinking in 
action’,3 creating their work grounded in the moment. LABOUR’s dura-
tion, the 8-hours of a working day, is an extended period of time which 
comes with it a taxation on the corporeal body, forcing the artist to shift 
outside of the physical self.4 
This ‘manically charged’5 moment for both performer and spectator calls 
for the active participation of the audience in the liminal space of the 
present. The medium of live embodied practice can, we suggest, be a 
powerful tool for change. LABOUR is about transformations.

1.  Stiles, Kristine, Performance and its Objects, Arts Magazine 65, No. 3, 
November, 1990 p.47 

2.  Phelan, Peggy, The Ontology of Performance, Unmarked: The Politics of 
Performance, Routledge, 1993, p.146.

3.  Weaver, Lois, description of this form of practice,as witnessed at LABOUR’s 
long table discussion, Queen Mary, University of London, 10/2/2012

4.  What I have previously referred to as petite endurance, See Coogan, Amanda, 
What is... Performance Art? Irish Museum of Modern Art, 2011 p.10

5.  Phelan, Peggy, The Ontology of Performance, Unmarked: The Politics of 
Performance, Routledge, 1993, p.146.

HeleNa walsH
 

laBOUR: Producing Potentials for emPowerment
As is the case in many cultural contexts women in Ireland have fought 

for political autonomy. They have struggled to gain presence and occupy 
space outside of the limited positions designated to them by dominant 
patriarchal norms. Yet equally, within an Irish cultural context there are 
specific circumstances, conditions and ideologies that impact on issues 
of gender and labour. There is a force of live artists working within an Irish 
context who give body to these issues.

In Brutal Silences1,  a study guide on live art in Ireland I co-authored with 
Ann Maria Healy commissioned by the Live Art Development Agency, I 
selected a range of performances from female practitioners. These per-
formances provocatively interrogate dominant cultural constructions 
of femininity and subvert the moral regulation of female sexuality in 
post-conflict Ireland. I contextualize these varied performances in rela-
tion to Southern Ireland’s Magdalene Laundries, institutions of immense 
significance to contemporary discourses around gender and labour. Since 
the closure of the last Magdalene Laundry in 1996, the women detained 
in these Catholic-run, for-profit, industrial laundries have battled to gain 
redress. The Irish state has been reluctant to acknowledge the injustice 
and trauma endured by these women forced to labour unwaged as a form 
of penance for their supposed moral impurity. Following the intervention 
of the United Nations Committee Against Torture (UNCAT), the Irish 
government, in June 2011, initiated an independently chaired inquiry into 
these institutions. 

In bringing together a diverse group of female live art practitioners 
working within or native to Northern and Southern Ireland, across three 
sites of geo-political relevance, LABOUR offered a timely platform for 
expanding explorations of gender and labour in an Irish cultural context. 
Participating artists were invited to explore these themes in the broad-
est sense. Significantly, I suggest, the diverse considerations contributed 
by the eleven artists participating in LABOUR open up possibilities for 
directing the traumatic histories and realities embedded in Irish culture 
towards the development of empowered feminist discourses.

LABOUR did not shy away from the traumas embedded within an Irish 
cultural context. Nor did it neglect the weight of oppression experienced 
by women historically. Those who trudged through the snow in London 
to experience the first live exhibition of LABOUR at ]performance space[ 
were not greeted with warmth. They were confronted with shivering, 
soaked, soiled and stained bodies. They encountered bodies engaged 
in restrained and regimented actions, as if endlessly caught in a repeti-
tious grind. Amidst the harshness of this grating atmosphere, however, 
there also emerged moments of lightness and points of connection. The 
peaks and troughs in the communal energy during the eight-hour dura-
tion sparked occasions of loud connectivity through escalating sounds, 
yet at other times, instances of collective silence. Within both the  
rising momentum of rhythmical rallying calls and the sharp falls into 
silent stillness the potentials for developing communal strength and 
dialogue across the successive live exhibitions were ignited. In activating 
multiple and new forms of expression and resistance, alongside poten-
tials for the production of empowered discourses from and between live 
female bodies LABOUR gains its performative power.



 

VeNUe 1 

BeNjaMIN seBastIaN - ]peRfORMaNCe spaCe[ - lONDON

]performance space[ does exactly what it says on the tin. We continu-
ously strive to maintain space where things can be performed: gender, 
politics, art, emotions, critique & life. We are sensitive not censored.  
]performance space[ acts as a point of synthesis & exchange, inviting, 
encouraging and nurturing those visual performance practices that may 
often find themselves outside-of, left-out-of or in-between other medi-
ums, formats, dialogues and visual arts institutions. We are a space 
where those who (may or may not) find it difficult to have their work 
programmed, due to issues of duration, size, status, action(s) or politics, 
may take the time & space to create and explore their artistic endeavours. 
We do not ask permission. We are a space for process, a place for difficult, 
unresolved and evolving work. 

Coming from a (post)colonial heritage myself (& the personal is impor-
tant here) and maintaining active solidarity with Feminist, LGBTQ & 
Occupy movements, I have been greatly influenced and moved by visual 
performance emerging from an Irish cultural context. As Assistant Director 
at ]performance space[ such influence has afforded me the pleasure of 
co-curating artists such as Helena Hamilton, Dominic Thorpe, Alastair 
MacLennan, Hugh O’Donnell & Sinead O’Donnell, while at the same time 
insisting upon an observation of the artist initiatives such as Bbeyond, 
The Performance Collective & Platform Arts along with institution such as 
Catalyst Arts, PS2 & Golden Thread Gallery. 

After reviewing the force of practices presented at Right Here, Right 
Now: Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin (Curated by Dominic Thorpe, Amanda 
Coogan & Niamh Murphy) I felt compelled to engage the practices, politics 
and emotions being emitted from this cultural setting. Through meeting 
Helena Walsh at various performance platforms - and again at ]perform-
ance space[ for an enactment of the installation by Alastair MacLennan 
(BEYONDNECESSITY)- I was directed towards Brutal Silences: Live 
Art and Irish Culture and experienced an instant affinity not only with 
the melancholic mood represented through documented photographs 
and film, yet also with a sadness and frustration at the apparent and 
profound occupation of womens bodies, time and space within many 
positions of an Irish historical context. 

It was at this point imperative for me that a focused attention was 
drawn more closely towards such practices. Through a meeting of minds 
and hearts, the curators and myself were able to devise and implement  a 
touring exhibition offering unprecedented exposure to some of the most 
dynamic and thought provoking live work, made by women, coming out of 
an Irish cultural context. I am honoured to have met the force of women 
involved and proud to have produced the touring live exhibition: LABOUR.

Benjamin Sebastian is an artist-curator based in London. He is assistant  
director at ]performance space[ - the UK's only performance specific  
art space.

performancespace.org



VeNUe 2 

MaOlIOsa BOyle - tHe VOID, DeRRy

Derry has had a long and interesting history of female labour start-
ing from as early as the 1750’s when the majority of the city’s female 
population were employed in the flax and linen industry. Women were 
the dominant force, the key drivers behind the industrial development 
of Derry, building in particular a renowned reputation for their skills in 
needlework and sewing.

In the 1870’s the women in the shirt factories worked long and ardu-
ous hours producing a shirt every 2 minutes, with the industry reaching 
it’s peak in the 1920’s employing 18,000 people, the majority of which 
were women.

Despite a decline in the industry during the second half of the 20th 
century due to work being outsourced to other countries, the memories 
and stories of the factories lived on and now form a massive part of the 
identity and female history of Derry. Most families have had a mother, 
sister, aunt or grandmother who worked in one of the 25 factories in and 
around Derry’s City Centre.

With these facts in mind, when Chrissie Cadman approached Void to 
host the LABOUR project we believed it fitted perfectly, given that the 
space’s previous function was that of a shirt factory. 

In 2004 when Void located the space in the City Factory the last remain-
ing workers were still in situ and the store room, now Void’s gallery spaces 
retained large rolls of fabric, vestiges of another era.

On Saturday 25th February, the history of the space was given life with 
the LABOUR performances, the energies of the women who once occu-
pied the rooms became real. The previous life-force of the factory shone 
through as the building became part of the activity injecting its own  
female experience. 

The response from the Derry audience was overwhelming with many 
of the audience members commenting on the intense power and energy 
that the performers exuded. 

Thank you to all the artists involved and in particular to Chrissie 
Cadman. Void is delighted to be a partner and associated with LABOUR.

derryvoid.com



 

a syMpOsIUM ON lIVe peRfORMaNCe fROM tHe VIsUal 
aRts fOR INteRNatIONal wOMeN’s Day

fRIDay 9tH MaRCH 2012, tHe laB, DUBlIN
Co-curated by Amanda Coogan and Sheena Barrett
Kindly supported by Dublin City Council, the Arts Council, GradCAM and 
MAVIS/iadt and the University of Ulster.

This symposium was held in conjunction with the Live exhibition, 
LABOUR. Among the issues addressed were the formal strat-
egies and the conceptual themes of Performance Art practice 
from an international perspective and an exploration of the form 
as practiced in Ireland. The presentations and discussions also 
explored themes including Identity, Duration, Remembrance 
and Repetition. 
 

SeSSion i - Chaired by Amanda Ralph

Keynote Address – Some Girls Are Bigger Than Others (with 
thanks to The Smiths and Áine Phillips), lois Keidan 

Short Presentations  
The female body as a political site, views from the practice of 
Live Art - Caitriona Reilly 
Performing Processes: Live art and Irish culture - Helena walsh
Beckettian echos in Irish Performance practice - Brenda farrell
The Magdelene Laundries - Research becomes practice - evelyn 
glynn and aine phillips   
'World’s End Lane' Live Art; Reading into the Site - Ciara Murphy

SeSSion ii - Chaired by Sheena Barrett

Keynote Address - :  'Nice work if you can get it?' Thinking about 
Women and the Global Labour Market, ailbhe smyth

The Guerilla Girls in Ireland - Kate antosik parsons

Workshop – Abramovic/Rainer/LA MoCA - Precarity and women’s 
work, Performance Art and work. Workshop groups facilitated by 
Sheena Barrett, Amanda Coogan, Lynnette Moran and Liz Burns 
with reportage from MAVIS 

Live Perfromance from Tanya O’Keefe and Olivia Hassett 

SeSSion iii - The Three Curators 

Helena walsh - Labour; History, Action, Identity.
Chrissie Cadman - Labour; remuneration and the Art market.
amanda Coogan - Labour; Duration and Endurance.

amanda Ralph is an artist whose practice is based on ideas generated though con-
sideration of material in the public realm. Amanda is Programme Director of the 
MA in Visual Arts Practices at Dún Laoghaire IADT. She holds an M.Sc. from Trinity 
College Dublin, an MFA from the University of Arizona Tucson.

lois Keidan is the co-founder and Director of the Live Art Development Agency, 
London which offers a wide range of Resources, Professional Development 
Initiatives, and Projects for the support and development of Live Art practices and 
critical discourses in the UK and internationally. www.thisisliveart.co.uk

Caitriona Reilly is currently a first year PhD candidate in Drama Studies at Queen’s 
University, Belfast. Her PhD thesis aims to identify how performance, theatre and 
culture reflects the current postfeminist state and concerns of contemporary and 
globalised Irish and American societies.  

Brenda farrell completed her MA. in Twentieth Century Irish Writing and Cultural 
Theory in NUI Maynooth. Her dissertation title was The Horror of Nothing to See: 
Beckettian Echoes and Performing the Corporeal Body in Amanda Coogan's Art.   
Her research areas are: Women and Ireland in Beckett's late works, site-specific 
performance art, eco-criticism and cultural landscapes. 

evelyn glynn completed an MA in Fine Art at Limerick School of Art and Design in 
2011. Her research focused on the Good Shepherd Magdalene Laundry in Limerick.

Ciara Murphy studied English and Drama at undergraduate level in UCD and is 
currently studying the Drama and Performance MA in UCD.  Her areas of interest 
are: Performance and Theatre Space, Gender Theory and Theatres of War.   

Kate antosik parsons has just recently completed her PhD entitled Remembering 
and Forgetting: Memory and Gender in Contemporary Irish Time-Based Art in UCD. 
Kate has published essays on memory and gender in Irish performance art and on 
representations of Northern Irish Masculinities. She is on the editorial committee 
of Artefact: The Journal of the Irish Association of Art Historians. 

ailbhe smyth has been active in feminist, LGBT and radical politics for many years. 
She is currently co-convenor of Feminist Open Forum, chair of the National Lesbian 
and Gay Federation, and national convenor of the People Before Profit Alliance. 
Formerly a senior academic at UCD, Ailbhe co-founded the Women’s Education, 
Research and Resource Centre (WERRC) 1990. She has published widely on femi-
nist, political and cultural issues.  

sheena Barrett is an Arts Officer with Dublin City Council and Curator of the LAB 
Gallery. A graduate of UCD, she has previously worked at Breaking Ground art com-
missioning programme, the National Museum of Ireland, the National Gallery of 
Ireland, Artworking, Temple Bar Gallery & Studios and in the Peggy Guggenheim 
Collection, Venice. 

lynnette Moran is a Creative Arts Producer and Director based in Dublin. She is 
founder of Live Collision and co-curator of Project Brand New, co-director of mouth 
to mouth | international performance collective and Lead Research and Development 
Producer for Create. 

liz Burns curates the visual arts programme for Fire Station Artists’ Studios. She 
completed her MA in Visual Arts Practices with IADT Dublin 2008/9. In November 
2011 Liz took part in a curatorial intensive with ICI (Independent Curator’s 
International) in New York, focusing on curating performance.  

tanya O’Keefe & Olivia Hassett are currently MA students in the Sculpture 
Department at the National College of Art and Design and participants in the 
GradCAM’s Performance Research Seminar.



MICHelle BROwNe

Michelle Brown is an artist and curator based in 
Dublin. Her practice both for galleries and public 
spaces is fundamentally performance based. Her 
gallery-based performance often deals with the 
position of women in society and how societal, 
personal and natural phenomena come to bear  
on how women are treated, perceived and 
represented. 

wORK tItle: ‘tHe gRaCe Of gOD’
My grandmother was a dressmaker. She sup-
ported her family through sewing. To sew in my 
family is to be mother, provider and carer. Many 
women during my grandmother’s lifetime were 
putting thread to needle in Magdelene Laundries 
as an act of penance, forced labour for the sins of 
the female: vanity, ‘a love of dress’, display of  
sexuality or being an unmarried mother. During 
this performance I sew uniforms over the course 
of the working day. Evoking the ‘children’ who 
were locked up and called the ‘fallen’, I work 
with the elements of dressmaking to consider 
the plight and situation of the women in these 
institutions. Through my performance work I 
am interested in exploring the female body as 
a site of meaning in society, as an object that is 
bestowed many social and biological functions, 
and how these can often come into conflict.
michellebrowne.net

The Grace of God, 2012
The Void, Derry 
photo: Pavana Reid



CHRIssIe CaDMaN

Born Derry, Northern Ireland. Graduated with 
Masters Degree ‘Art in Public’ from the University 
of Ulster 2009. I studied and received BA Fine 
and Applied Arts Degree in 2005-2007. In 2005 
received ‘Freddie Clifford Sculpture Award from 
the Context Gallery Derry as a reflection of the 
HND/BTEC Studies in Fine Art from the North 
West Institute of Higher and Further Education.  
I am a PhD candidate at the University of Ulster. 

stateMeNt
I am currently a member of Bbeyond, a per-
formance platform that supports performance 
art and artist in Belfast at local, national and 
international events. My work is based within the 
experiential process of living. The semantics of 
the various languages held in political, social and 
cultural ideologies are the contested metaphors I 
like to navigate. My focus is on specific activities 
related to the ordinary and the extraordinary in 
the everyday. Finding ways to explore, engage 
and open discourse and dialogues in the shift-
ing environments of society. Philosophical and 
scientific states influence the methodologies 
considered in the processes and delivery in my 
approach to this nomadic sculptural practice, 
which is embraced in different performative 
styles suited to its conceptual context. 

Finding a Balance, 2012
Performance Space, London 
photo: Marco Berardi



aMaNDa COOgaN

Amanda Coogan is a performance artist living 
in Dublin, Ireland. The centrality of Coogan’s 
practice is durational live performance where 
powerful live events are fundamental to her 
videos and photographs. Her expertise lies in her 
ability to condense an idea to its very essence and 
communicate it through her body. She is currently 
a PhD candidate at the University of Ulster. 

wORK tItle: BUBBle Up IN BlUe
Coogan is a formidable practionner of Live 
Durational Performance involving elements of 
endurance. For LABOUR she has chopped off 
the body from view, allowing the top of the face 
to protrude out of the mound of costume. Her 
mouth occasionally comes into vision oozing blue 
liquid. Costume is a signature of Coogan’s work 
and for Bubble up in Blue she uses a number of 
high-street winter coats creating an image that 
allows for a multitude of readings; an animal, 
a creature, a body, a woman. For Coogan, the 
moment of Live Performance is one of communi-
cation, a place where she invites the audience to 
construct a personal reading of the work.
amandacoogan.com

Bubble up in Blue, 2012
Performance Space, London 
photo: Marco Berardi



fRaNCes MeZZettI

Mezzetti is a Dublin based visual artist and uses 
the medium of live performance. Her work exam-
ines the connection of the human subject with the 
local environment. She uses common materials 
and everyday actions, with the personal and local 
history of a given place. She is a  member of The 
Performance Collective.

paUlINe CUMMINs

Cummins is an artist whose work explores the 
human condition from a feminist perspective. Her 
interest lies in performance and video work where 
she examines identity, gender and socio-cultural 
relations connected to different communities in 
society. Her examination of specific locations ques-
tions how the self is constituted and how people act 
within a group either chosen or determined in social 
situations such as work, education, prison, leisure 
time, or within the basic structure of the family. 

wORK tItle: walKINg IN tHe way
This is a series of live performances initiated by 
Frances Mezzetti and developed and performed in 
collaboration  with Pauline Cummins since 2009.
In the performances they embody certain freedoms 
of being male informed by local history, the 
environment and the architecture of the area. 
The show LABOUR has included Walking in the 
Way where the two female artists take on the per-
sona, mannerisms, gestures and physicality of male 
presence in the public arena. The eight hours of 
live performances develops from the research and 
observations of how men occupy streets and local 
areas. The focus of each piece  develops from the 
general to the particular. An important part of the 
research process is making a connection with local 
individuals who have contributed to the life of the 
community. Their stories and exchanges give the 
artists an understanding of the qualities of each 
community and place. In the live performances the 
artists give a response in subtle unobtrusive ways.  
Inhabiting a space without drawing attention to the 
performer is an aim of Walking in the Way. Previous 
performances have been in locations in Dublin, 
Belfast and Edinburgh and in the LABOUR show 
they have been performed in London and Derry. 
The Dublin Show is the seventh in the series and 
Pauline Cummins will perform it in Istanbul while 
Frances Mezzetti's journey will explore the area in 
and around Talbot St, Dublin.
theperformancecollective.com | paulinecummins.com

Walking in the Way, 2012 
The Void, Derry 
photo: Jordan Hutchings



aNN MaRIa Healy

Ann Maria Healy is a visual artist based in Galway, 
Ireland. Graduating from Galway & Mayo Institute 
of Technology in 2009 with a first class honours 
in Fine Art, Sculpture, her practice includes live 
performance, installation and photography. Her 
work explores the bodies’ relationship to space 
and time, in particular focusing on cycles, how 
they affect and shape our lives.

wORK tItle: I DO NOt feel asHaMeD
In sociological studies of Ireland the tendency of 
female workers is still toward occupations that 
express aspects of femininity such as caring, 
dexterity and communication skills - this clearly 
relates to broader gender stereotypes. Although 
in the last thirty years Ireland has become much 
more liberated, these stereotypes we grew up 
with are still deeply ingrained. The contrast of 
these stereotypes against our new found libera-
tion often causes much confusion. Referencing 
the Roman Goddess Ceres, the goddess of 
agriculture, fertility and motherly relationships,  
‘I do not feel ashamed’ explores this area of 
confusion by juxtaposing the archaic method of 
wheat grinding with a song from popular culture.
annmariahealy.com

I do not feel ashamed, 2012 
The Void, Derry
photo: Jordan Hutchings



ÁINe O'DwyeR

O'Dwyer studied Fine Art at the Limerick School 
of Art and Design, Ireland and completed her 
Masters at The Slade School of Art, London in 
2011.  O'Dwyer's practice draws upon her interests 
in performance, video, film, sculpture and sound 
based material. She has performed and exhibited 
both nationally and internationally in Europe and 
across the US.

wORK tItle: tHe CRaDle ROCKs tHe laND

A woman dressed in a white altar boys vestment 
and red underwear, works the body of a hob-
byhorse, grasping onto a white rocker frame. She 
rocks herself back and forth continuously and 
each action is measured by a mechanic-like creak-
ing sound. Her face maintains a constant smile 
and her lips are embellished with red lipstick. She 
aims her gaze into the eyes of the audience mem-
bers in between her shunting movements. Her 
white vestment plays with the wind and bellows 
with each breath of her rocking. At times, the 
performance captures a child-like contentment 
but this image occasionally breaks loose of docile 
play and shifts into a wild disorder. The rocker 
becomes a beast with it's own momentum. The 
woman continues to rock regardless. Her smile is 
forever fixed on the presence of her audience. 

Horseplay, 2008 
Firkin Crane, Cork
photo: Bernadine Carol

www.annmariahealy.com



ÁINe pHIllIps

Phillips is a visual artist based in the west of 
Ireland who makes live art and new media work 
nationally and internationally. Her work aims to 
link autobiographical themes, actions and images 
with wider social and political realities. She 
curates Live@8, a regular performance and video 
art event in social spaces.  

wORK tItle: ReDRess: eMOtIONal laBOUR
Redress, a series of performances since 2010 
explore and highlight cultures of exploitation and 
compensation in Ireland in the past, especially 
in relation to institutional abuse. At the centre 
of women’s history in Ireland are the notorious 
Magdalene Laundries where countless women 
were confined up to 1996 and subjected to 
unpaid hard labour for the crimes of unmarried 
pregnancy, being in moral danger or precocity. 
Phillips always felt she would have ended up in 
a Magdalene Laundry if she had been born some 
years earlier.
“The stories are now coming out, in parts, as 
though stuck in a web” writes a Magdalene 
survivor. Redress retrieves the discarded stories 
from people on whom silence had been imposed 
and Áine Phillips carries their stories on her body 
while she performs their conditions. The listener 
must come close to her to hear the sound record-
ings made in collaboration with Evelyn Glynn.
Through actions and performance images Phillips 
also explores themes of staining (what is hidden 
is seeping out), crawling (to transform supplica-
tion into intimacy) and netting (entanglement 
and escape). Redress is an attempt to restore 
dignity and agency and the power of discourse on 
behalf of women who were denied human rights 
in the past.
ainephillips.com 

Redress: Emotional Labour, 2012 
Performance Space, London
photo: Marco Berardi



aNNe qUaIl

Quail is a performance artist living in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland. Her practice is focused on the 
improvised action, a working with material as a 
means to transcend the perceived subject object 
dialect. It is the subsequent embodied meaning 
that arises from this communion that we, as 
cohabiters of the event, engage with.

wORK tItle: tHe gOOD sHe
I work with improvised actions. Not directly 
focusing on Irishness, but trusting that it 
naturally comes through in the work. This project 
offers the opportunity to pay attention to the 
idea of Irishness, particularly through the use of 
representation as a means to bring attention to 
it. It is a challenge to work with an action and 
with representation at the same time, without 
one subsuming to the other. We all have our 
own ideas of national identity; but the idea of 
a representative Irish female identity takes on 
a different character when measured against 
an international audience. Questioning what 
is perceived as traditional on a national level 
is different to asking the same question on an 
international scale. Does the shifting, changing 
colour of a nationally perceived representation 
fade to a fixed point when seen from the distance 
of international representation? It is in the doing 
of the action, that the symbolic is thrown into 
relief and enables a direct handling of the ques-
tions that arise.
annequail.com

the good she, 2102 
Performance Space, London 
photo: Marco Berardi



elVIRa saNtaMaRía tORRes

Mexico City (1967). Now based in Northern 
Ireland. She is an experienced Performance Artist. 
Since 1991 she has presented her performances 
at different international festivals, public spaces, 
museums, galleries and theatres worldwide. 
Since 2000, she has been a member of the per-
formance art group Black Market International.

stateMeNt
“Action art” is a formless form of art of practical 
existential knowledge, its poetics postulate the 
self-creation as an endless process. The symbolic 
act creates important reference points in the 
evolution of consciousness of the artist, but the 
non-symbolic one is the true dimension of the 
present.
My main concern is to underline the changeable, 
fragile and ephemeral aspects of life in my own 
work and point fundamental aspects of human 
acts, behaviour and consciousness-developing in 
performance art; time, space and presence as a 
structural trinity of change and transformation; 
its aesthetics and ethics.
I consider my artwork as action poetry in process. 
I never repeat a performance, but I explore 
the possible variations of the same principals, 
materials, gestures or para-narratives.

48... blancos/ 48... whites, 2007
Bogota, Colombia 
photo: Eduardo del Corral



HeleNa walsH

Walsh is an Irish live artist based in London. 
Through her practice she explores the construc-
tion of gender and subverts the containment of 
female sexuality. Helena is currently undertak-
ing a practice-based PhD in the Department of 
Drama, Queen Mary University of London that 
explores live art, femininity and Ireland.

stateMeNt
Helena Walsh’s live art practice is strongly based 
within a socio-political context and investigates 
social ideologies that construct gender and limit 
women’s empowerment. Through her practice 
Walsh positively violates the preconceived 
systems, borders and rules that impinge on 
individual identity. Drawing on her subjective 
and embodied experiences, Walsh uses her body 
within her work as a communicative force. Her 
work acknowledges the power of bodily presence 
in making visible that which is often overlooked 
within dominant discourses of power.
In a series of new performances devised for 
LABOUR, Walsh plays with the dominant 
ideologies and symbolism that restrain women’s 
political advancement in an Irish cultural context. 
Through her actions Walsh subverts the contain-
ment of female sexuality and challenges the 
ongoing moral regulation of female reproductive 
autonomy. In doing so, she proposes the asser-
tion of empowered forms of female pleasure as 
significant to women gaining full rights over their 
bodies in an Irish cultural context.
helenawalsh.com

Untitled, 2012
Performance Space, London 
photo: Marco Berardi
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LABOUR is a touring exhibition of live art, 

featuring eleven leading female artists who 

are resident within, or native to, northern and 

southern ireland. LABOUR offers audiences 

unprecedented access to a huge body of 

live performance work by some of the most 

radical and exciting women artists emerging 

from an irish cultural context. 

in each durational live exhibition participating 

artists performed simultaneously for eight 

consecutive hours, reflecting the duration 

of an average working day. LABOUR aims 

to develop critical and creative dialogues 

around the female body in an irish cultural 

context and its broader geo-political 

significance.

‘LABOUR is of great historical significance.  
Issues of labour and gender are particularly critical within an 
Irish context, and at the same time Irish women artists or women 
artists based in Ireland are creating some of the most exciting and 
challenging performance based work of our times.’
          
- Lois Keidan - the Live Art Development Agency, 2012


